Train, Protect, and Correct Bad Behavior!

• Works on Dogs, Cats, Wild Animals and Birds
• Easy to use – Works instantly!
• Produces two distinct sounds – For outdoor or indoor use
• One short blast gets your dog’s attention for training or to stop attacks and break up fights
• Great for campers, bikers, and hikers to repel wild animals and aggressive dogs

Take control with one push of the button to stop excessive barking, jumping up, stealing of food, and other unwanted behavior.

The Safety-Sport® DOG HORN® is used and recommended by Humane Societies, nationally recognized dog trainers, animal hospitals, municipalities and government agencies, including the U.S. Postal Service. Made in the U.S.A.

DOGHORN® XL = Extra Loud!

The DOG HORN® XL is the loudest in its class and was developed this way to save lives! Durable and functional (with belt clip included), the DOG HORN® XL is the go-to product for top dog trainers and for the protection and safety of U.S. Postal Service carriers, along with other agencies and businesses with an outdoor workforce. One short blast will take control when training or turn away an aggressive dog. A must have when hiking, biking, camping, or any outdoor activity to protect from wild or nuisance animals and aggressive dogs. Works on dogs, cats, bear, coyote, mountain lions, birds, and more. Made in the U.S.A.

The DOG HORN® XL horn top can be reused with genuine DOG HORN® XL replaceable canisters.
**A REVOLUTIONARY BREAKTHROUGH in Pet Training and Behavior Modification**

**DOG STOP!™**

is a training and behavior altering device for dogs, but will also work on cats and most other animals. The combination of sound and smell affects a dog's highly developed senses of these two elements. As to sound, the actuator top produces a loud hiss. With most animals, a hissing sound is known to be a warning. Dogs, cats, and other animals in nature instinctively know this sound. As to smell, **DOG STOP!™** is infused with a hint of natural citrus which is pleasant to humans but not to dogs. The combination of the hissing and citrus smell commands the dog's attention and reinforces the corrective action.

**Simple To Use:** When a dog is displaying an unwanted behavior the device should be actuated directed away from the dog and operator. The dog will experience a hissing warning sound with a hint of citrus smell to reinforce the directive. Using this device, along with commands (repeating if necessary), will train and alter the dog, cat, or other animals to a desired behavior.

**SAFETY-SPORT®**

**DOG STOP!™** is designed to emit a hissing warning sound combined with a hint of natural citrus essence that instantly corrects bad behavior!

**SAFETY-SPORT® BEHAVIOR & TRAINING TOOL**

**DOG STOP!™**

is a training and behavior altering device for dogs, but will also work on cats and most other animals. The combination of sound and smell affects a dog's highly developed senses of these two elements. As to sound, the actuator top produces a loud hiss. With most animals, a hissing sound is known to be a warning. Dogs, cats, and other animals in nature instinctively know this sound. As to smell, **DOG STOP!™** is infused with a hint of natural citrus which is pleasant to humans but not to dogs. The combination of the hissing and citrus smell commands the dog's attention and reinforces the corrective action.

**Simple To Use:** When a dog is displaying an unwanted behavior the device should be actuated directed away from the dog and operator. The dog will experience a hissing warning sound with a hint of citrus smell to reinforce the directive. Using this device, along with commands (repeating if necessary), will train and alter the dog, cat, or other animals to a desired behavior.